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Abstract. Text or character detection in images or videos is a challenging
problem to achieve video contents retrieval. In this paper work we propose to
improved VTDAR (Video Text Detection and Recognition) Template Matching
algorithm that applied for the automatic extraction of text from image and video
frames. Video Optical Character Recognition using template matching is a
system model that is useful to recognize the character, upper, lower alphabet,
digits& special character by comparing two images of the alphabet. The
objectives of this system model are to develop a model for the Video Text
Detection and Recognition system and to implement the template matching
algorithm in developing the system model. The template matching techniques
are more sensitive to font and size variations of the characters than the feature
classification methods. This system tested the 50 videos with 1250 video keyframes and text line 1530. In this system 92.15% of the Character gets
recognized successfully using Texture-based approaches to automatic detection,
segmentation and recognition of visual text occurrences in images and video
frames.
Keywords: Video Processing, text
segmentation, Template Matching, OCR.
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Introduction

The rapid growth of video data leads to an urgent demand for efficient and true
content-based browsing and retrieving systems. In response to such needs, various
video content analysis schemes are using with one or a combination of image, audio,
and textual information in the video [1]. All are types of video file formats are
available on internet, cell phones and easily downloaded. A variety of approaches to
text information extraction from images and video have been proposed for specific
applications including page segmentation , address block location , license plate
location , and content-based image/video indexing. In the extraction of this
information involves the detection, localization, tracking, extraction, enhancement
and recognition of text from the images and video frames are provided. Text in
images and video frames carries important information for visual content
understanding and retrieval [2]. Optical character recognition (OCR) is one of the
most popular areas of research in pattern recognition because of its immense
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application potential. The two fundamental approaches to OCR are template matching
and feature classification. In the template matching approach, recognition is based on
the correlation of a test character with a set of stored templates. In the feature
classification method, features are extracted from a standard character image to
generate a feature vector. A decision tree is formed based on the presence or absence
of some of the elements in the feature vector. When an unknown character pattern is
encountered, this tree is traversed from node to node till a unique decision is reached.
The template matching techniques are more sensitive to font and size variations of the
characters than the feature classification methods. However, selection and extraction
of useful features is not always straight forward [5]. Several software is available for
editing and shows the videos types as .AVI,.FLV,.DAT,.3GP,.MPEG,.MP4 etc.
Extracting text information from videos generally involves three major steps:
• Text detection: Find the regions that contain text.
• Text segmentation: Segment text in the detected text regions. The result is usually
a binary image for text recognition.
• Text recognition: Convert the text in the video frames into ASCII characters.
1.1

Video Text Detection and Analysis

Video Processing:Shot: Frames recorded in one camera operation form a shot.
Scene: One or several related shots are combined in a scene.
Sequence: A series of related scenes forms a sequence.
Video: A video is composed of different story units such as shots, scenes, and
sequences arranged according to some logical structure (defined by the screen play).
These concepts can be used to organize video data. The video consists of sequence of
images (video frames). In the first step, we convert video into all frames and saved as
JPEG images.
A.
Pre Processing
A scaled image was the input which was then converted into a gray scaled image.
This image formed the first stage of the pre-processing part. This was carried out by
considering the RGB color contents of each pixel of the image and converting them to
grayscale. The conversion of a colored image to a gray scaled image was done for
easier recognition of the text appearing in the images as after grayscale conversion,
the image was converted to a black and white image containing black text with a
higher contrast on white background [12].
B.
Detection and Localization
In the text detection stage, since there was no prior information on whether or not the
input image contains any text, the existence or nonexistence of text in the image must
be determined. However, in the case of video, the number of frames containing text is
much smaller than the number of frames without text. The text detection stage seeks
to detect the presence of text in a given image. Text localization methods can be
categorized into two types: region-based and texture-based. Select a frame containing
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text from shots elected by video framing, this stage used region Based Methods for
text tracking. Region based methods use the properties of the color or gray scale in a
text region [1], [19], [24].
C.
Tracking and Segmentation
When text was tack, the text segmentation step deals with the separation of the text
pixels from the background pixels indirectly separate single character from whole
text. The output of this step is a binary image where black text characters appear on a
white background. This stage included extraction of actual text regions by dividing
pixels with similar properties into contours or segments [2], [9], [22].
D.
Recognition
This stage included actual recognition of extracted characters , The result of recognition
was a ratio between the number of correctly extracted characters and that of total
characters and evaluates what percentage of a character were extracted correctly from its
background. For each extraction result of correct character [4], [21], [25].
1.2

Survey of Literature

1) Jie Xi and et.al. has work on Text detection, tracking and recognition to extract the
text information in news and commercial videos. He has used Techniques
morphological opening procedure on the smoothed edge map. They got the text
detection rate is 94.7% and the recognition rate is 67.5% [7].
2) Palaiahna kote Shivakumara and et.al. has work on elimination of non-significant
edges from the segmented text portion of a video frame to detect accurate boundary of
the text lines in video images. They got percentage 93% [8].
3) Rainer Lienhart and et.al. has worked on the text localizing and segmenting text in
complex images and videos, It is able to track each text line with sub-pixel accuracy
over the entire occurrence in a video. They got percentage text recognition 69.9%
[9][10].

2

Methodology

2.1

Figures Canny Edge Detector

Among the several textual properties in an image, edge-based methods focus on the
‘high contrast between the text and the background’. The edges of the text boundary
are identified and merged, and then several heuristics are used to filter out the nontext regions. Usually, an edge filters (e.g. canny operator) is used for the edge
detection, and a smoothing operation. The Canny method finds edges by looking for
local maxima of the gradient of I. The gradient is calculated using the derivative of a
Gaussian filter. The method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and weak edges, and
includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges
[13],[15]. This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise,
and more likely to detect true weak edges [3],[16].
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Fig. 1. Canny Edge detection operator (a) x direction (b) y direction
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4. Apply hysteresis thresholding / edge linking .
The canny edge detection algorithm is easy to implement, and more efficient than
other algorithms. From this edge detected images, text region is identified
[3],[23].Text in images and video frames can exhibit many variations with respect to
the following properties are character font size, width ,hight,alignment,edge,color
etc.
2.2

Design a System and Implementing VTDAR Algorithm

The Video Text Detection and Recognition template matching worked on this
following Algorithm (VTDAR)
a) Load the video (E.g. Avi, Mpeg etc.).
b) Then video is converted into frames with frames name from“img-1 to img-N
“till the video will be come to an end.
c) Template is made of Upper case, Lower case, Special character & digit with
size 24x42 size.
d) Applying OCR techniques, select the frame among one of them (E.g.img50).
e) Image is Converted to gray scale and then converted to binary by using CC
algorithm.
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f) Applying edge detection& Binarization algorithm for focuses on text region.
g) Then top-down: extracting texture features of the image and then locating
text regions.
h) Bottom-up: separating the image into small regions and then grouping
character regions into text regions.
i) Applying simultaneously by space vector for maintain space between two
lines as per Image
j) The character image from the detected string is selected.
k) Segmentation: Each character was automatically selected and thresholding
using methods.
l) After that, the image to the size of the first template is rescaled.
m) After rescale the image to the size of the first original image then comprising
letters with template matching techniques are used and the matching metric
is computed.
n) Then the highest match found is stored. If the template image is not match, it
might be getting recognized as some other character.
o) The index of the best match is stored as the recognized character.
p) All recognized character showing on Word file.
Architecture of Video Scene Segmentation and Recognition system
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Text Localization

Text Tracking
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Template Matching
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Text

Fig. 2. System for character detection and recognition from video/image
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Character Recognition:- Among the 256 ASCII characters, only 94 are used in
document images or frame and among these 94 characters, only 80 are frequently
used. In the present scope of experiment, we have considered 80 classes recognition
problem. These 80 characters are listed in Table 1. These include 26 capital letters, 26
small letters, 10 numeric digits and 18 special characters table 1. These include 26
capital letters, 26 small letters, 10 numeric digits and 18 special characters [26].
Table 1. Videos frame template classes
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Whereas precision is defined as:
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Experimental Implementation and Result Analysis

There are several performance evaluations to estimate the VTDAR algorithm for text
extraction. Most of the approaches quoted here used Precision, Recall to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm. Precision, Recall rates are computed based on the
number of correctly detected characters in an image, in order to evaluate the
efficiency and robustness of the algorithm [27]. The performance metrics are as
follows:
False Positives: False Positives (FP) / False alarms are those regions in the image
which are
actually not characters of a text, but have been detected by the algorithm
as text.
False Negatives: False Negatives (FN)/ Misses are those regions in the image which
are actually text characters, but have not been detected by the algorithm.
Precision Rate: Precision rate (P) is defined as the ratio of correctly detected
characters to the sum of correctly detected characters plus false positives.
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Sample Video

Character detected & Extraacted from frame/Image chronological
Not match character & Special symbol with template
Character get recognize and
d generated result on MS-Word file

Illustration of Frame/imagee

Fig. 3. a) Median filter & Hisstogram b) Sobel vertical Edge filter & Histogram, Thresholld c)
Sobel Horizontal Edge d) Com
mputes global threshold

Recall Rate: Recall rate (R
R) is defined as the ratio of the correctly detected characters
to sum of correctly detected
d characters plus false negatives.
Test Result and Analysiis: The following table compares recognition resultt of
improved template matchin
ng method and traditional template matching method, the
test result is shown in below
w table 2&3.

4

Performance Ev
valuation VTDAR Algorithms

Every character set the tex
xt box as per the character ,digit, special character sizze is
detected correctly, all charaacter is completely surrounded by a box, some characteer is
not match with template daata set then showing other character ,so a detected text bbox
is considered as a false alaarm, if no text appears in that box. The text localizattion
algorithm achieved a recall of 90.96% and a precision of 92.15%.As seen from the
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table 2 & 3 using the improved template matching method, the average recognition
rate and Recognition speeds of upper, lower letters, numeric and special characters
have been enhanced.

Table 2. Experimental result for the proposed

Table 3. Characters recognition test table

Algorithm
Images/Frames

1250

Text Lines

1530

Correct Detected

1410

False Positives

Test group
Uppercase

92.05%

Lowercase

92.22%

90.96%

Digits

93.05%

92.15%

Special Character

91.30%

120

Recall (%)
Precision (%)

Recognition Result

Video Databases (Video Text Detection and Recognition):We testing database for VTDAR, database sources that can be down loaded from the
location of web sites. There are also several research institutes that are currently
working on this problem. Testing for VTDAR we having creating our own database
and also downloaded videos sample approximately 50 videos are used for testing
sample .The below in the link. Data set, location, language [18]. Our experiments are
conducted on 50 video sequences having a 320x240 frame size with a frame rate of
25fps. Some of these video clips are captured with E7 Nokia Mobile; others are
downloaded from above listed standard database. Test data for VTDAR Own database
by using E7 Nokia mobile https://sites.google.com/site/
bharatgaikawad2012/videos, http://documents.cfar.umd.edu/LAMP/,
http://www.cfar.umd.edu/~doermann/UMDTextDetectionData.tar.gz
Comparison Study of Video text detection and recognition (VTDAR) with
Tesseract and Transym OCR .On the basis of below table 4, we have compared the
recognition rate of VTDAR with Tesseract and Transym OCR .Tesseract and
Transym both tools are proprietary Optical Character Recognition, we tried to tested
all set 1250 of videos frames or images with all 3 different techniques or tools.
Empirical result of VTDAR precision rate is 92.15 %. Experiments show that the
recognition rates of VTDAR are compared to branded tools as Tesseract 3.02,
Transym OCR 3.3 which is approximately similarly.
Table 4. Percentage of recognition with different Techniques/Tools
Sr.No
.
1
2
3

Technique
s/Tools
VTDAR
Transym
OCR 3.3
Tesseract
3.02

No. of Test
Frames/images

Text
Lines

No. of Correct
Detected

1250
1250

1530
1530

1410
1425

1250

1530

1450

False
Positives

% of
Recognition

120

92.15%
93.13%

105
80

94%
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o Character recognition result as following in figure 4.
Graphically illustration of

Fig. 4. Rate of percenttage for character recognition from video frames or image

5

Conclusions

There are many cases this system are useful for video text information extracttion
system, vehicle license plate extraction, text based video indexing, video conttent
analysis and video event identification .In this work, we have new approach for
character recognition system
m based on template matching. This system tested thee 50
videos with 1250 video frrames and 1530 text lines .The system is texture-baased
approaches to automatic detection, segmentation and recognition of visual ttext
occurrences in images and video frames. The characters are recognized automaticaally
on run-time basis, In a few
w cases in which 7.85% characters could not get deteccted
but some other character get
g recognized . The overall empirical performance of this
system recognizing rate is 92.15%successfully.
9
Empirically show that the recognittion
rates of VTDAR are compaared to branded tools as Tesseract3.02, Transym OCR 3.3
which is approximately sim
milarly.
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